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ABSTRACT
In cluster housing each house becomes more than a single
entity-it is connected to and a member of a community of
dwellings. Their designs focus on both the formation of
the "home" and the "neighborhood" in which they exist.
This thesis is the design exploration of medium density
cluster housing on a twenty-five acre site in Northern
California. It investigates the making of housing which
retains qualities associated with single-family houses,
residential form which supports a community while pro-
viding privacy, and the incorporation of "formal/physical"
variety to build diversity and choice in housing.
The thesis design explores the translation and adaptation
of architectural attitudes and forms expressed in a number
of California houses. It also investigates the building of
shared and private space and the transition between the two.
A trio of building forms were designed and the spatial prin-
cipals to assemble the cluster and neighborhood forms which
they comprise.
Throughout the design process three attitudes guided deci-
sion making; connection and extension to outdoor spaces,
provision for neighboring and privacy, and identity and
choice through the repetition and variation of physical
form.
Thesis Supervisor: Shun Kanda
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"The Wart found he had no clothes on.
He found that he had tumbled off the
drawbridge, landing with a smack on
his side in the water. He found that
the moat and the bridge had grown
hundreds of times bigger. He knew
that he was turning into a fish.
"Oh Merlyn," he cried, "please come
too."
"For this once," said a large and
solemn tench beside his ear, "I will
come. But in future you will have to
go by yourself. Education is expe-
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CLIMATE: AVERAGE TEMPERATURE RAIN HUMIDITY
Min' Mean* Max' Inches 4 a.m. noon 4 p.m.
Period
January.... 35 45 55 4.33 90 60 70
April ...... 42 56 70 1.77 70 50 50
July ...... 53 70 87 .02 60.4 50 34.2
October ... 46 62 77 1.22 68.6 40 51.1
Year ...... 43 58 72 20.43
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